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1 Introduction
This dissertation presents novel research results in three fundamental areas of
software development: testing, encapsulation and abstraction. Professional
software development involves testing as a quintessential constituent of the
implementation process [14]. One important testing strategy is black-box
testing. During this testing method we are completely unconcerned about the
internal behaviour and structure of the program. Another testing strategy is
white-box testing, which permits us to examine the internal structure of the
program. Non-intrusive testing is a special a testing technique which does
not require any structural modification in the production code. Most often,
non-intrusive tests are white-box tests. This technique may be very useful
when the structural modifications are not desired or not possible for certain
reasons. One reason may be when we do not want to give away the internals
of class, e.g. exposing a mutex merely for testing purposes would decrease
encapsulation. Another reason is when we would like to create additional
tests for legacy software systems, but without any change in the system
itself, e.g. for refactoring purposes.

Encapsulation is one of the essential concepts in object-oriented program-
ming [15]. It is used to distinguish between the interface and the implemen-
tation of a class, thus minimizing the dependencies among separately-written
modules [16, 17]. The main idea behind encapsulation is to hide as many
details of the representation of the classes as possible. However, sometimes
encapsulation and testing can confront with each other, for instance, we may
have to break encapsulation if we would like to create white-box tests. En-
capsulation may be weakened also if one class has uncontrolled access to all
internal members of another class. The friend language construct in C++
provides such access. Thus, C++ friends are often criticised. On the other
hand, some researchers claim that if friends are used judiciously then they
may be a better choice than widening the public interface of a class [18].

Besides encapsulation, another quintessential concept of software devel-
opment is abstraction. Architectures for software use abstractions (idioms)
to describe system components, the nature of interactions among the com-
ponents, and the patterns that guide the composition of components into
systems [19]. Raising the level of abstraction reduces the complexity and
brittleness of software through encapsulation. Powerful abstractions that en-
capsulate large amounts of low level code tend to address highly specialized
domains [20]. One such domain is concurrency. Concurrent programs tend to
be more complex and harder to reason about than single threaded programs,
therefore numerous concurrency design patterns have evolved over the years.
Read-copy-update (RCU) is such a pattern, more specifically a technique to
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exchange data between threads [21]. It provides a very efficient communica-
tion between threads if reads are way more frequent than writes. However,
at the time of this writing, there is no widely accepted high-level abstraction
of RCU for the C++ programming language.

2 Research Goals
We discuss the existing non-intrusive testing methods and to enlist their
advantages and disadvantages. We seek for new methods which do not have
the listed disadvanteges. Our research focuses on those techniques which
make it possible to replace either functions or classes with test doubles. This
dissertation demonstrates that often it is needed to access private members in
order to have non-intrusive tests. Thus, our goal is to develop new techniques
to access private members of a class for the purpose of non-intrusive or white-
box testing.

Regarding encapsulation, we show that certain language constructs like
the friend in C++ may provide exaggerated access to the internals of a class.
Therefore, we explore a new language construct which makes it possible to
restrict access of a friend only to a certain well specified set of members, this
way it could strengthen encapsulation and information hiding.

With respect to abstraction and concurrency, we unfold a new high-level
abstraction for the read-copy-update concurrency pattern, which provides
reasonable performance meanwhile it gives a generic and safe to use C++
API.

3 Non-intrusive Testing
Test-driven development (TDD) is a software development practice which re-
quires writing automated tests prior to developing any functional code. The
development consists of very short iterations of writing a new test and then
providing implementation for it [22, 23]. TDD involves that first we create a
contract (an interface) between the component and the tests. In one itera-
tion, we write a test which uses the interface and describe one behaviour. At
this point, the test may fail, since the implementation does not provide the
desired behaviour. As the last phase of the iteration we provide the imple-
mentation in a way that both the preexisting tests and the newly added test
pass. This method implicates that all tests are black-box tests. We may find
ourself in a situation where we have to substitute (or mock) something that
the implementation depends on (and what is never exposed via the public
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interface). According to the TDD principles this means that we have made
a mistake and the contract should be widened to expose that internal de-
pendency via the interface. However, encapsulation is another very strong
principle in software development which may be violated if we give away
such internals [24]. Consequently, some tests may not apply to this interface
widening principle because the importance of encapsulation may be higher
for the given component. Even if we do not expose the internal dependencies
of a component, there may be some dependencies which should be replaced
in order to create meaningful tests. There are existing techniques to substi-
tute these dependencies without intrusively changing (widening) the public
interface. However, all these existing techniques have some drawbacks.

Often, legacy code bases evolved without having very few automated
tests. According to Michael Feathers, the main thing that distinguishes
legacy code from non-legacy code is a lack of comprehensive tests [25]. Refac-
toring such code often requires tests which does not modify the existing pro-
duction code. In this dissertation, we refer to tests which does not require
any modification in the production code as non-intrusive tests. Non-intrusive
tests may be used both in the case when encapsulation has a priority over
TDD and when we would like to add tests for legacy code bases. There
are existing techniques to support such non-intrusive tests (e.g. we may
use the linker), but they all have some disadvantages. This dissertation
provides a new alternative technique based on compile-time function call in-
terception technique to write non-intrusive tests with significant advantages
compared to earlier efforts. We also investigated two additional experimen-
tal approaches: one is based on abstract syntax tree transformation and the
other is using a suggested C++ reflection.

Thesis 1 (New non-intrusive testing methods). I have analysed the existing
dependency replacement techniques of C++ for testing and evaluated their
advantages and disadvantages. I have introduced and analysed three new
non-intrusive testing approaches: (1) I have implemented a method based
on compiler instrumentation and function call interception. The new tech-
nique has clear advantages, thus it provides an alternative way to replace de-
pendencies. I have created and evaluated a prototype implementation which
is publicly available. (2) I have presented an experimental procedure which
transforms the original abstract syntax tree of the production code for testing.
With this procedure, it is possible to replace not just simple functions but also
types. I have created a proof-of-concept prototype to demonstrate that the idea
is feasible. (3) I have proposed a static reflection based approach as a future
direction. Besides replacing types this solution could be used to implement
generic proxy and mock objects for unit test frameworks.
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Sometimes we have to break encapsulation if we would like to create
white-box tests, because white-box testing may require the ability to access
private data. In compiled languages like C++, it is not trivial to access this
private data.

Thesis 2 (Extending access for non-intrusive and white-box testing). I have
analysed the various existing methods available for accessing private members
in C++. To support non-intrusive and white-box testing I have developed two
different approaches eliminating the existing drawbacks. (1) I have created a
library which exploits the explicit template instantiation mechanism of C++
and this way enables access to private members. Currently, this library is the
only generic solution to access private members without violating the C++
standard. (2) I have presented how friend declarations added outside of a
class could provide a full, non-intrusive solution to separate test related code
from the source of the unit under test. I have realized a prototype based on
C++ attributes to justify the feasibility of out-of-class friends.

4 Selective Friend
There is a strong prejudice against the friendship access control mechanism
in C++. Researchers claim that friendship breaks the encapsulation, reflects
bad design and creates too strong coupling. However, friends appear even
in the most carefully designed systems, and if it is used judiciously (like
using the Attorney-Client idiom) they may be better choice than widening
the public interface of the class.

Thesis 3 (Selective friend). I have investigated how the friendship mecha-
nism is used in C++ programs. I have shown that there are various holes
and errors in friend usage like friend functions accessing only public members
or not accessing members at all. I have proposed a selective friend language
construct for C++ which can restrict friendship only to well-defined mem-
bers. I have demonstrated that such a new language element may decrease
the degradation of encapsulation and significantly increase the diagnostic ca-
pacity of the compiler. To underpin my statements, I have made a publicly
available friend inspection tool, which can list the possible erroneous uses of
friend declarations and I have created a proof-of-concept implementation of
selective friends based on the LLVM/Clang compiler infrastructure.
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5 High-level abstraction of the read-copy-
update pattern

Concurrent programming with classical mutex/lock techniques does not scale
well when reads are way more frequent than writes. Such situation happens
in operating system kernels among other performance critical multithreaded
applications. Read – copy – update (RCU) is a well know technique for
solving the problem. RCU guarantees minimal overhead for read operations
and allows them to occur concurrently with write operations. RCU is a
favourite concurrent pattern in low level, performance critical applications,
like the Linux kernel. Currently there is no high-level abstraction for RCU
for the C++ programming language.

Thesis 4 (High-level abstraction for the read-copy-update pattern). I have
presented a high-level abstraction to utilize the read-copy-update pattern and
to support efficient concurrent programming in C++. I have designed a li-
brary to optimise performance in a heavily multithreaded environment, at the
same time providing high-level abstractions, like smart pointers and other
C++11/14/17 features. I have demonstrated that the technique complements
the existing user space RCU implementation by providing a well performing,
safe and hard-to-misuse library.
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